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Conowingo MDE -MDE- <conowingo.mde@maryland.gov>

Protect Water Quality at Conowingo Dam and Hold Constellation Power
Accountable!
1 message

Tue, Jul 18, 2023 at
4:25 PM

Reply-To: 
To  Danielle Spendiff conowingo mde@maryland gov

Dear MDE Regulatory and Customer Service Division Chief Danielle Spendiff,

I support proper mitigation of the Conowingo Dam and urge you to hold Constellation Power Generation, LLC (formerly
E elon) accountable for the pollution the dam i  cau ing down tream and in the Che apeake Bay  A  the owner of the
dam, Constellation has a significant responsibility to help mitigate the harm the dam causes. The State of Maryland has
the responsibility to insist on an appropriate level of mitigating conditions.

A  a re ult, Maryland hould require Con tellation to contribute financially to the mitigation effort  Con tellation ha
offered just $200,000, but a recent study of the company's finances shows Constellation can provide substantially more—
$27 million to $44 million a year. A portion of Constellation's larger contribution should be used to partner with Maryland,
Pennsylvania, and New York on a collaborative initiative to reduce upstream sediment and nutrient pollution, as well as
the implementation of other practice  that will benefit down tream water quality  Con tellation al o mu t be required to
make specific operational changes at the dam, including improving flow and fish habitat.

If Constellation is not required to address the pollution flowing through the dam, it will be up to taxpayers in the Bay
water hed to mitigate all of the 6 million pound  of nitrogen and 260,000 pound  of pho phoru  traveling through the dam
each year. This will be an additional burden for states already struggling to reduce pollution under the Chesapeake Clean
Water Blueprint.

Con tellation can continue to make a ub tantial profit from the Conowingo Dam and till do what'  right for the health of
the Chesapeake Bay. I urge you to hold Constellation accountable.

Sincerely,




